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From time to depth imaging with ‘Beyond Dix’ Gilles Lambaré,1* Philippe Herrmann,1 Patrice Guillaume,1 Serge Zimine,1 Simon Wolfarth,2 Olivier Hermant,3 and Suhail Butt4 introduce a processing innovation to bridge the gap between time and depth imaging which goes beyond the familiar 1D Dix conversion.



I



n many parts of the world, pre-stack time migration (PSTM) still represents the majority of seismic imaging activity in the industry. The reason for this is the simple efficiency and robustness of time imaging and its ability to focus seismic reflectors for many geological settings. Limitations of PSTM appear in the case of strong lateral velocity variations, where the more rigorous imaging and more accurate velocity models offered by Pre-Stack Depth Migration (PSDM) are required. In areas of moderate complexity, where PSTM begins to struggle we introduce a new, accurate method, ‘Beyond Dix’, to help bridge the gap between PSTM and PSDM. Beyond Dix provides an accurate fast-track PSDM from PSTM outputs. It takes full advantage of the efficiency, good focusing, and high signal-to-noise ratio available from time imaging to jump-start the PSDM process. The name comes from the fact that we are going beyond the limitations of the 1D Dix inversion commonly used to derive depth interval velocities from the PSTM velocities. It uses the full kinematic information available in the time migrated domain to directly build an accurate depth velocity model and bypass the 1D Dix inversion altogether. Not only does this approach extract the maximum value from time imaging, it also adds great flexibility to imaging projects by allowing a seamless and fast transition from PSTM to PSDM and thus avoiding the need to choose at an early stage between a time or depth approach. It is clear that in addition to providing a fast-track PSDM, Beyond Dix has a range of possible applications, including building more accurate initial models for full depth imaging projects. In this paper we explain how the detailed information freely available within the time migrated domain can be used directly to build an accurate depth velocity model. We also illustrate the application of Beyond Dix with two examples from different geological settings. In particular, we demonstrate that the resulting PSDM images converted back to time exhibit significantly improved focusing and structural delineation compared to equivalent PSTM images.



Depth velocity model building The estimation of an accurate 3D depth velocity model certainly remains one of the greatest challenges in seismic imaging. Depth velocity model building typically involves: n Initial PSDM n Residual moveout (RMO) picking on common image point (CIP) gathers n Structural dip picking in the migrated domain n Update of the depth velocity model by ray-based tomographic inversion Starting from an initial velocity model, an initial PSDM is performed to build CIP gathers for RMO picking. The objective of the velocity model building/update is to minimize the observed RMO (related to the velocity error) in the migrated domain, flattening the events on the CIP gathers. From the knowledge of the RMO and the structural dip one can implement a linearized solution to tomographically update the velocity model with the objective of reducing RMO in the next PSDM run (Al-Yahya, 1989; Liu and Bleistein, 1995). The tomography is usually repeated through several iterations to solve for complex non-linear effects. To avoid the extra delay involved in running a full PSDM and re-picking RMO and dip after each tomographic update iteration, Guillaume et al. (2001) proposed an efficient kinematic approach. This same kinematic approach is used by Beyond Dix.



Beyond Dix In standard depth velocity model building, picking is performed using an initial PSDM result (Guillaume et al., 2001, 2004). The choice of velocity model used for this initial PSDM is an important issue for the dense automatic picking of RMO and dip. The initial PSDM result should exhibit good focusing to ensure high signal to noise ratio, with unfolded reflectors and focused diffractions over the entire offset range. Good focusing improves the performance of automated picking tools (Siliqi, et al., 2007), and the performance of the tomography, potentially reducing the number of iterations required to arrive at the final velocity model.
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Figure 1 A locally coherent event is defined in the common offset depth migrated section by its location and dip. It is described in the un-migrated time domain as a kinematic invariant defined by source and receiver location, time, and slope. These kinematic invariants are used in the 3D tomographic inversion.



Figure 2 Example 1 from the North Sea: Comparison of standard ‘Dix’ (top) and Beyond Dix (bottom) depth velocity models overlaid on the corresponding PSDM images. The 3D tomographic inversion in Beyond-Dix reveals the velocity inversion below the chalk much more clearly than the 1D Dix inversion. The red arrow indicates the top chalk.
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Figure 3 Example 1: Comparison of PSDM gathers converted to time for the standard ‘Dix’ (top) and Beyond Dix (bottom) depth velocity models. The location of the CIP gathers are indicated on Figure 2 by arrows. The red arrow indicates the top chalk. In practice the initial depth velocity model is generally derived from an existing time velocity model using a ‘Dix’ type inversion, with the following drawbacks: n Local 1D assumption n Short offset assumption n Zero dip assumption: Dip in the PSTM domain is simply ignored n Zero RMO assumption: RMO in the PSTM domain is simply ignored As a consequence, a Dix inversion will simply put wrong velocities at wrong positions and as a consequence automated picking tools are less effective. Ultimately the Dix depth velocity model will penalize the quality of the initial PSDM and restrict the performance of the velocity model building process. The full offset 3D tomography which Beyond Dix utilizes was developed precisely to overcome the limitations of the Dix inversion, resulting in a superior depth velocity model and initial PSDM. When utilized in a full velocity model building sequence, this more accurate initial velocity model will result in a better final model. In the proposed ‘Beyond Dix’ scenario, we aim to build a depth velocity model using: n Observed migrated dips in the PSTM domain to go beyond the horizontal reflector assumption n Observed full offset RMO in the PSTM CIP gathers to go beyond the short offset approximation
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A full offset 3D tomographic inversion to derive accurate velocities at correct positions



As mentioned earlier, Beyond Dix implements the efficient kinematic approach to depth velocity model building using RMO and dip attributes observed in the time migrated domain, rather than the depth migrated domain. The observed PSTM attributes are kinematically de-migrated into their pre-stack, un-migrated time domain equivalents using the same velocity model as the migration. This is done by considering that locally coherent seismic events can be described in the un-migrated time domain by their shot and receiver position (S and R), their time (TSR) and their slope (Figure 1). These de-migrated attributes are called ‘kinematic invariants’ as they are independent of the velocity model, whilst migrated domain RMO and dip attributes change with each velocity model update. By re-migrating these ‘kinematic invariants’ after each velocity model update, RMO, dip and their updated location, can be predicted without the need to perform PSDM. The efficiency of this fast-cycle approach allows many iterations of the 3D tomographic inversion, using predicted RMO as a QC, to accurately update the velocity model far more quickly than traditional workflows. Conventionally, the initial PreStack Migration (PSMIG) in Figure 1 would be a PSDM. For Beyond Dix it is now a PSTM. This is still an exact solution, since the ‘kinematic invariants’ are independent of the migra-
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Figure 4 Example 2 from Offshore Mexico: Depth migrated stack converted to time using the depth velocity model obtained with Beyond Dix. Locations of CIP gathers and zoom windows are indicated.



Figure 5 Example 2: PSTM gathers used as input to Beyond Dix. The location of the CIP gathers are indicated by arrows on Figure 4.
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Data Processing tion velocity model (time or depth), as long as we use the same velocity model for migration and de-migration.



Case studies In our first example, from the North Sea, the depth velocity model building started from an existing time imaging project. For this application we compare the depth imaging results obtained with the depth velocity model derived using a standard ‘Dix’ inversion and our ‘Beyond Dix’ approach. Figure 2 shows the two depth velocity models super-imposed



on the corresponding PSDM stacks. Compared to the standard ‘Dix’ inversion result, the result obtained with Beyond Dix succeeds in recovering the lateral velocity variations, and more importantly, the velocity inversion associated with the chalk layer. Figure 3 shows the time-converted PSDM gathers at top chalk illustrating the improved focusing gained with Beyond Dix. Our second example is from a time imaging project offshore Mexico. Figure 4 shows the time-converted PSDM stack obtained with Beyond Dix. The location of CIP gathers and



Figure 6 Example 2: PSDM gathers from Beyond Dix converted back to time. Focusing and flatness of events in the gathers is improved throughout the sediment basin and also on the salt flank.



Figure 7 Example 2: Comparison of migration stacks in Figure 4 window (d): The PSTM stack used as input to Beyond Dix is shown on the left. The Beyond Dix PSDM stack (time converted) is shown on the right. The continuity of events and delineation of the faults is greatly improved.
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Figure 8 Example 2: Comparison of migration stacks in Figure 4 window (e). The PSTM stack used as input to Beyond Dix is shown on the left. The Beyond Dix PSDM stack (time converted) is shown on the right. The imaging of the steep dips is greatly improved. zoom windows are indicated for the following figures. Figures 5 and 6 show initial PSTM and final Beyond-Dix gathers, respectively. The focusing and flatness of the events in the gathers is greatly improved, not only on the steeply dipping flank, but right through the sediment basin. The impact this has can be readily seen on the stacks. Figure 7 compares the stacks in the basin sediments, with the improved focusing providing better continuity and improved delineation of the faults. Figure 8 compares the stacks on the flank of the salt body and shows, as expected, the imaging of the steep flanks is greatly improved due to the accurate Beyond Dix depth velocity field and the use of PSDM.



Conclusion The examples show Beyond Dix gives significant improvements in focusing which translates to improved imaging of sediments, faults and steeply dipping structure. Beyond Dix builds a bridge between time and depth imaging, adding value to PSTM projects by providing fast-track PSDM in areas of moderate complexity. Further benefits can also be gained by using the accurate Beyond-Dix velocity model for time-to-depth conversions and as a starting point for full PSDM velocity model building.
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